
The Stadium of the Future
The Stadium becomes more than a Stadium

Das Stadion der Zukunft
Das Stadion, das mehr als ein Stadion sein 

wird.

Prof. Geraint John



Principality Stadium



“I never think about the future. It comes soon enough.”
„Ich denke niemals an die Zukunft. Sie kommt früh genug.“

Albert Einstein



But the architect has to think ahead…

" The common people- rather than caring about their freedom (or 
democracy), are only interested in bread and circuses (ie Food and 

Entertainment ) "

Die normalen Menschen- anstatt sich um ihre Freiheit (oder Demokratie) 
zu kümmern, sind nur an Brot und Spielen interesiert. (d.h. Essen und 

Unterhaltung).
Juvenal  , Roman Poet



Ancient Olympia Stadium
20-30,000 Spectators



THE COLOSSEUM IN ROME 70 AD
It sat 45,000 spectators, with 5000 standing. A protective awning kept the sunlight from the 
spectators. It had lifts to bring animals and gladiators to the surface . The arena could be flooded . 
There were 80 entrances . It was tested recently on British Television against the Birds Nest Stadium, 
and came off better for exit times .
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Amphitheatre Verona 
Proposed roof



In the middle ages, there were no stadia.

The city became the stadium.



Florence & Pamplona are live 
examples



The Icon
A stadium can be an icon 
for the city, though it 
must not be a “white  
elephant”.



So here are the thoughts 
from a Populous think 
tank..

Going to a stadium is 
increasingly more about the 
entertainment provided 
around the venue, as well as 
the show itself.



Images

These are 2 views of the new Tottenham Stadium showing the interior quality and the landscaping around the 
stadium.



Watching but not 
watching.

Being at the venue but not 
necessarily being 
interested in the main 
event-being seen.



Technological developments 
allow new thinking…

More sophisticated camera 
technology can allow for 
viewing control by the fan.



Sustainability

The future must be 
sustainable.

What we do now affects the 
future.



Community involvement & 
support is essential.

This project was drawn up in 
consultation with the people 
of Atlanta about what kind of 
Stadium of the future they 
wanted which could be 
integrated with the city.

Benjamin Flowers



















Tottenham Stadium
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